At its essence, the Turing test asks a participant to distinguish, among two interlocutors, which is a computer program and which is human. If she cannot distinguish between a person and a program, the thinking goes, for all practical purposes, the program is an AI (Turing, 1950) . To date, no program has been able to pass this test without resorting to cheap tricks-for example, passing the program off as a 13-year-old Ukrainian boy to help explain its awkward answers, poor English, and general lack of knowledge (Warwick & Shah, 2015) .
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goalposts that distinguishes Ex Machina's exploration of AI ethics from the standard treatment.
This design of Nathan's test, which is the intellectual heart of the film, is worth considering for a moment. Such an approach has some basis in the literature. Efforts to foster feelings of empathy can lead some to act against their own interests for the sake of another in the traditional prisoner's dilemma (Batson & Moran, 1999) . However, this behavior does not hold for all players. For his test to work, Nathan must be assured that his second player would be willing to undertake some risk to himself to do what he considers to be morally right. Nathan must ensure that Caleb is an appropriate participant in his test, "a good kid" with a "moral compass" (Garland, 2015) . In one of the more unsettling moments in the film, Nathan reveals that Caleb was selected not for his technical talents but for his moral character and suggestibility. These personality traits were discovered after Nathan had analyzed details of each of his employees' online behavior.
In this moment, the film raises questions not often explored in the popular treatment of privacy issues. Privacy advocates typically focus on factual disclosures that may be exploited (e.g., the late-night tryst our cellphone metadata might reveal) while overlooking what otherwise innocent interactions online may disclose about our personality. Yet such profiling leaves most individuals potentially far more susceptible to manipulation than traditional muckraking. With substantial corporate wealth dedicated to identifying young women who have recently become pregnant (and thus are developing new shopping patterns that can be influenced through advertisements; Duhigg, 2012) and which people are the most influential on social media, this is precisely the direction big data analysis seems to be taking us (Golbeck, 2013) . At a time when many decry excesses of government surveillance on the very social media sites that collect, analyze, and monetize their personal data, it is nice to see a film address these broader questions of privacy, especially in the context of the tech industry.
Unfortunately, the novelty with which the film raises its questions is not carried over into its answers. By baking requirements of deceit and manipulation into his evaluation, Nathan guarantees that any AI able to pass his test will have a certain familiar moral, or rather amoral, personality-that of an economist's rational agent. In the context of the film, this does not come as any surprise. Nathan himself exploits our best understanding of moral personalities to effectively design his amped-up Turing test and select Caleb as his unwitting participant. In the callous disregard he shows toward Ava and Caleb, who are but instruments toward his quest to produce the world's first AI, Nathan is nothing if not a preference-maximizing agent himself. By structuring his test around a manipulative prisoner's dilemma, Nathan ensures that his creation will share his moral disposition. Of course, free of the constraints imposed on humanity by its moral emotions, this leads to some rather unfortunate consequences.
In this regard, the film misses an opportunity. The menace of a ruthlessly amoral AI is almost as old a trope as modern science fiction itself. To its credit, the film suggests that the source of the AI's moral character can be found, to some extent, in the deficiencies of its creators. Although the film increases the urgency of the question by raising it alongside current developments in big data, it does little to update the answers given during the
